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The Hunger Striker’s Daughter 

HIS detail is from a painting that is part of a trip-
tych dealing essentially with memory, vulnerability 
and suffering, but also the resilience of the human 

spirit in a world of turmoil. Inspired by an old newspaper 
photograph from 1981, which I had kept from the time of 
the IRA Hunger Strikes, it showed a young girl with fami-
ly members arriving on the steps of a Belfast church to 
attend Requiem Mass for her father.


The image presented here is one of abject vulnerability, 
isolation, confusion in a chaotic world. Such an image 
may be indelibly imprinted in the memory bank or stored 
in the recesses of the subconscious. Those of us who 
have lived through the ‘Troubles’ know only too well how 
certain images from those years can remain implanted in 
the mind, fixed in time, as it were, a permanent reminder. 
Recognising the necessity of leaving the past in the past 
is indeed a prerequisite for a healthy and forward looking 
society, provided the events that have caused so much 
untold suffering have been appropriately dealt with. Sad-
ly more often than not whitewashing over past atrocities 
causing the onset of ‘historical amnesia’ would seem to 
be the norm.


In the aftermath of some rather violent wintry weather I 
chanced upon a battered sheet of aluminium, which had 
blown off an old roof, its scarred surface bearing the 
marks of the ravages of time. To me this reflected the 
turbulent, stormy skies to which it would have been sub-
jected over many years, while at the same time it 
seemed to serve as a suitably evocative integral compo-
nent of the painting.


Petrified, as old wood transforms into stone over time, 
so the painted image of the child is absorbed into the 
‘earthy’ surface. Like the frescoes of old where the pig-
ment is absorbed into wet plaster, so the painted image 
assumes a state of respectful preservation. 


Painted in mixed media, it measures 81 by 86 cms and 
was exhibited in St Columb’s Cathedral, Derry, in 2013 
as part of the UK City of Culture programme.


• A recent triptych by Colin Corkey, painted as a tribute 
to his great uncle Rev David Corkey, now hangs in the 
Lisburn Museum as part of the Peace Day Celebrations 
and commemoration after The 1st World War.                q 
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